MODEL NO. 12.1300.CAP Series
SHO-OFF® LED Light

General Information:
The LED Light is equipped with an internal flasher. It comes from the factory in a random flash mode.

To change flash pattern, press the momentary switch (Located on the plug adaptor). Each time the
momentary switch is pressed, the flash pattern will change.

Flash Patterns

1. Single simultaneous
2. Double simultaneous
3. Quad simultaneous
4. Oct Simultaneous
5. Double - On simultaneous
6. Quad - On simultaneous
7. Triple simultaneous
8. 12 Flash simultaneous
9. Steady simultaneous
10. Random 1-8, all simultaneous
11. Single alternate
12. Double alternate
13. Quad alternate
14. Oct alternate
15. Double - On alternate
16. Quad - On alternate
17. Triple alternate
18. 12 Flash alternate
19. Random 11-18, all alternating

Note: To use patterns 20-29 press the momentary switch for more than 30 seconds.

20. Steady - Single
21. Steady - Double
22. Steady - Quad
23. Steady - Oct
24. Steady - Double - On
25. Steady - Quad - On
26. Steady - Triple
27. Steady - 12 Flash
28. Random 20-27, 1 side steady
29. Random All 1-8, 11-18, 20-27